
Third Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The things were of no value-none; but if he _________________ them he
__________________ a dead man.
1.

(not/buy) (be)
had not bought

would have been

If I ___________ into the cave myself none of the deaths
__________________ necessary.
2.

(go) (be)
had gone

would have been

It _______________________ you if you _____________.3.
(turn on) (miss)

would have turned on had missed

If you ____________ me sincerely, you _______________________ for a
time.
4.

(love) (keep away)
had loved would have kept away

If he ___________ a couple of years, the words
_____________________, it seemed, no deeper sense of desolation.
5.

(say) (bring)

had said
could have brought

We may be sure that if the Greek artist _______________ the service of
models in his studio, his art __________________ merely a passing phase in
human history.

6.

(employ) (be)

had employed
would have been

For a moment I wondered whether I should have made him listen in turn,
and I was glad I had not, for his words stung me like a whip, and it
________________________ matters if I _____________ my mind to him.

7.

(not/help) (speak)
would not have helped had spoken

I did so in a moment of desperation, when I fully believed he
______________________ me if I ______________ to obey him.
8.

(murder) (refuse)
would have murdered had refused

As the white wood flew it ___________________________ me if blood
_______________ upon the blow-as I have read the like concerning a tree in
some old tale-so dear was the ship to me.

9.

(not/surprise) (follow)

would not have surprised
had followed

I can say that if I ___________________ the command, I believe the
force _______________________, and the rebellion gone on in its misery for
years.

10.

(not/accept) (break up)

had not accepted
would have broken up
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I _____________________ you this for the world if I ____________ you
didn't love her.
11.

(not/tell) (find)
wouldn't have told had found

If she ____________ his sister's husband's father instead, she
___________________ it possible to reduce the guests to one.
12.

(take) (find)
had taken

would have found

If I _____________ not to marry Tod but to live with him in free love, we
__________________ it without inconvenience.
13.

(choose) (do)
had chosen

could have done

If he ___________ the same number of words in the right direction, he
_______________________ the whole army.
14.

(use) (convert)
had used

could have converted

If their grandmother _____________ dead, Barbara knew he
_________________________ to see.
15.

(fall) (not/stop)
had fallen

would not have stopped

Shirley __________________ a portent, if he _________________ in
1595 and had written then as he did in 1645.
16.

(be) (flourish)
would have been had flourished

If they __________________ close together, I _____________________
them all at a jump.
17.

(passive/place) (clear)
had been placed could have cleared

Meanwhile, the plain truth is, that if his countrymen ___________ capable
of regarding the deed as a sacrifice, they ______________________ nor
permitted any occasion for it.

18.

(be) (not/make)

had been
would not have made

If I _______________ what I was to see in the next few miles I
___________________________ what I did.
19.

(realize) (not/attempt)
had realized

would not have attempted

I understand his language, and if I _______________ here, the poor
beast ____________________ his breath to no purpose.
20.

(not/be) (waste)
had not been

would have wasted
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